19-20 March
Tin? leacuk of nations
The Council of the League of Nations mot twice in the
morning. Herr von Ribbentrop gave a full statement of the
German case. He expanded the German view that the Franco-
Soviet Pact is incompatible with the Locarno Treaty, and that,
since the Treaty has been violated by the unilateral action of
France, it is thus in fact ended. He dealt very briefly with the
French point that Germany should have appealed to the Hague
Court, arguing that a purely judicial body cannot deal with a
question that is political as well as legal. He then asked the
Council to take into account Ilerr Hitler's peace proposals, as
these and the restoration ol" German sovereignty represented
one political unit. The German people have only one desire-
to live in peace with their neighbours.
Tin-: maoinot line
During the last few anxious days the "Marmot Line" has
been manned by French troops. This great defence-work,
which stretches the whole length of the French frontier, is
now fully completed. It is so fully equipped that it contains not
only a labyrinth of shelters and gun-emplacements served by
light railways, but is provided also with barracks, hospitals,
and kitchens. In many sectors row upon row of steel rails have
been driven into the ground, leaving exposed a jagged length to
form a belt over which no tank could pass. Everything has been
done to make the whole line as impregnable as is humanly
possible. The last few days have shown, however, that one
thing was forgotten. No preparations have been made to keep
the troops amused.
Friday 20	gkrmany and locarno
The proposals of the British, French, and Italian Govern-
ments for a general European agreement, and plans for tem-
porary arrangements until the general settlement is worked out,
are issued. Germany is invited to submit her case against the
Franco-Soviet Pact to the Hague Court, and to agree to accept
its decision. Pending negotiation, she is invited not to increase
her troops in the Rhineland in order to build fortifications.
Further, an international force of the armies of the United
Kingdom and Italy should be temporarily stationed in a zone
twenty kilometres deep on the German side of the Franco-
German and Belgian-German frontiers. Should Germany
refuse these proposals, then the representatives of Great Britain
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